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Use the treasure map to answer the clues & find where the treasure is buried! 
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1. Pirates use lots of different maps to help them navigate.  What sort of map is this? The first 

clue is the first letter of this word. 

2. This is a pirates favourite drink! Take the first letter of the drink you can see in square D5. 

3. This map is Pirate Pete's treasure. What letter features twice is Pete's name? 

4. What letter can you see twice is square H4? 

5. In square A1 you can find something pirates would use to help them navigate the oceans! 

What is the last letter of this word? 

6. Find the whales on the map.  Which number column are they in? Multiply that number by 3!  

If A = 1, B = 2 and so on, what number letter have you found? 

7. Take the first letter of the run that starts in row E. 

8. The bones on Buzzard Beach are on which row of the treasure map? 

9. Find the pirate ships wheel - which square is it in? Take the number of the row & if A=1,  

multiply this by the number of the column.  Turn that number into a letter!   

10. What is the first letter of the animals swimming in the reef? 

11. The monkeys are antagonising some other animals! Which letter features twice in their name?  

12. What is the first letter of the pirate greeting that ends with the word 'matey'? 

13. In square D5 there are two of these letters. 

14. How many alligators can you see? If A=1, what letter does the number of alligators create? 

Where is the treasure hidden? 
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My treasure map 

Have  a go at making your own treasure map for your house or bedroom & remember to hide 

some treasure to be found! Watch our craft video on Facebook to learn how to make your own 

treasure chest too. Remember to include some landmarks on your map to help people navigate 

your map - if you don't have a crocodile in your living room, you could include your sofa instead! 


